
  

  

'Three Things to know to start your week' is a weekly look at the most important art 
market related news, macro-economic trends and analysis 

  

◊ There are currently plenty of articles and talks about deflation versus inflation 
prospects, as well as discussions revolving around possible currency debasements, 
especially in regards to the dollar. These macro-economic anticipations will partly 
shape the art-market's medium-term trends, thus we keep track of insightful financial 
research.  

In this context, we came across a very interesting chart, that was presented during 
Ruffer's seminar - "Grabbing the bull by the horns" on August 25th. It highlights the 
fact that real assets have reached an all-time low in comparison with financial 
assets, even though this trend has lasted at least for the last 5 years.  

 

Courtesy: RUFFER LLP, Source: BofA Global Investment Strategy, Global Financial Data, Bloomberg, USDA, Savills, Shiller, ONS, Spaenjers, 
Historic Auto Group, Real assets (commodities, real estate, collectibles) versus financial (large cap stocks, long-term govt bonds) 

Historically real assets tend to outperform financial ones during periods of inflation, 
making them an excellent hedge. And as the Ruffer investment managers point out, 
real assets performance has also coincided with major fiscal stimulus programs, as 
seen in the 1940s an 1970s already. 
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◊ Meanwhile, Christie's decided to shift its auction calendar and advance the first 
major sales already to October 6 and 7. This live auction will take place at 
Rockefeller Center and the argument for this calendar change is to take advantage 
of an ongoing positive momentum for the art market, which some fear might not last, 
either dampened by a second covid wave or a disappointing corporate earnings 
season. 

“Rather than wait for the worst-case scenario, we decided to take advantage of the 
moment now as long as it holds,” Alex Rotter, Christie’s chairman of Post-War and 
Contemporary art in New York, said in an interview. 

In addition to a new-found flexibility in the auction calendar, auction houses are 
increasingly offering artworks spanning from different art movements and mixing art 
categories in their auctions, following the 'From Richter to Rembrandt' Sotheby's sale 
initiative. 

https://www.artnews.com/art-news/market/christies-20th-21st-century-sales-paul-
cezanne-1234569335/ 

 

◊ Bloomberg announced that billionaire Ron Perelman will sell a significant part of 
this art collection at Sotheby's in the fall. 

The works consigned to Sotheby’s are reportedly worth several hundred million 
dollars. Bloomberg, which first reported the news, said that Perelman’s holdings will 
be sold in a combination of private and public sales. It appears that at least some of 
the proceeds will be used to repay a loan at Citigroup Inc., according to people with 
knowledge of the matter. No comments have been made, neither from Citigroup or 
from Perelman. Perelman has been recently liquidating other assets, including his 
stake in Humvee-maker AM General. The only comment he made in a statement 
was that he is aiming for a 'less complicated and leveraged business life'. 

Last month, his canvases by Joan Miro and Henri Matisse fetched a total of 28.8 
million pounds ($37.3 million) at a Sotheby’s auction in London. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-08-27/perelman-aims-to-sell-art-
worth-hundreds-of-millions-pare-
debt?utm_source=google&utm_medium=bd&cmpId=google&sref=llbJrDJ5 

More to follow next Sunday! 

The LINK Management team 
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